Graph theory is a well studied discipline, and so are the fields of natural language processing and information retrieval. However, most of the times, they are perceived as different disciplines, with different algorithms, different applications, and different potential end-users.
Tutorial Outline

Target Audience
This tutorial is intended for researchers and practitioners who seek a general understanding of the application of graph-theoretical representations and algorithms to natural language processing and information retrieval. It is introductory in nature, no special knowledge or background is required.
Rada Mihalcea is an Assistant Professor of Computer Science at the University of North Texas. Her research interests are in lexical semantics, graph-based algorithms for natural language processing and information retrieval, minimally supervised natural language learning, and multilingual natural language processing. She has published more than 80 articles in books, journals, and proceedings, in these and related areas. She is the president of the ACL Special Group on the Lexicon (SIGLEX), and a board member for the ACL Special Group on Natural Language Learning (SIGNLL 
